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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
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Digital reconstruction offers a compelling way for researchers to learn about lost 

architectural monuments. The potential of digital reconstruction lies in its ability to marry 

received facts with informed conjecture, granting the researcher a flexible 3D environment to test 

out competing theories. With these possibilities in mind, I began an ongoing project to digitally 

reconstruct the thirteenth-century Trésor des Chartes of the Sainte-Chapelle in the spring of 

2015. The following paper analyzes the sources used and fully explains the decisions made in the 

reconstruction of the Trésor. Ultimately, this study investigates how the reconstruction process 

for this model can advance new theories about the previously unknowable monument. In that 

sense, the visualization itself comes to occupy a secondary role: the model is used as a vehicle 

through which evidence is collated, interrogated, and extrapolated to identify lingering questions 

about the Trésor’s architecture and important areas of continuing research. Through this paper I 

hope to demonstrate that the Trésor was indeed conceived and constructed in tandem with the 

Sainte-Chapelle, and was an integral feature of its design. 
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1 
 

The contemporary visitor to the Sainte-Chapelle (b. 1239-1248) might gain her first 

glimpse of the august structure looming above the courtyard of the Palais de Justice, its 

distinctive gables and pinnacles thrusting heavenward in a motion that mimics the chapel’s lofty 

medieval ambitions. The visitor might then be shuttled into the Cour de la Sainte-Chapelle 

through entrance portal number six, amble past the structure’s southern flank, and arrive in front 

of its west façade, eagerly anticipating the multisensory and polychromatic experience that 

awaits her inside. Despite its relatively modest dimensions, even tours that purport to be 

exhaustive may gloss over some of the Sainte-Chapelle’s more enigmatic features. It would 

require a truly curious visitor, then, to pause this predetermined itinerary and linger behind the 

chapel’s east end. Here, our visitor would be confronted by a puzzling two-story structure 

protruding from the first turning bay on the north side of the Sainte-Chapelle’s apse (figure 1). 

The visitor would correctly identify this as a passageway, albeit one that no longer facilitates 

passage between two related structures. The Gothic passageway unceremoniously collides with 

its northern neighbor, the eighteenth-century Galerie de la Sainte-Chapelle. Where, our 

captivated visitor wonders, did the passageway originally lead? And why was its original 

destination supplanted by this Neoclassical gallery? 

The answers to these questions are both straightforward and, as we probe further, 

maddeningly opaque. The response that has more or less satisfied scholars until now proceeds 

thusly:1 the building that once inhabited the site to the northeast of the Sainte-Chapelle was a 

thirteenth-century structure known as the Trésor des Chartes. The three-storied building 

                                                
1 Glosses on the Trésor can be found in Eugène Pottet, La Sainte-Chapelle de Paris: Histoire, Archéologie, 
1246-1912 (Paris: Asselin et Houzeau, 1912), 75-80 and Yvan Christ, Jean-Marc Léri, and Alfred Fierro, Vie 
et histoire du 1er Arrondissement: Saint-Germain l’Auxerrois, Halles, Palais Royal, Place Vendome: histoire, 
anecdotes, curiosites, monuments, ... dictionnaire des rues, vie pratique (Paris: Hervas, 1988), 30. 
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resembled a miniaturized version of the Sainte-Chapelle, replicating the basic shape and 

aesthetic motifs of the venerable chapel to which it was attached. Its function was multivalent: its 

lower spaces served as the treasury, sacristy, and vestry of the Sainte-Chapelle, while its upper 

reaches housed the royal library and archives. Following a 1776 fire in the Palais de la Cité, the 

committee tasked with refurbishing the site deemed the Trésor a hindrance to the entrance 

courtyard’s structural symmetry. The Trésor was finally demolished in the year 1783; its ablation 

relieved the Sainte-Chapelle of its redundant appendage, affording the palatine chapel an 

autonomy better suited to its resplendent éclat. 

It is when one attempts to move beyond this familiar overture that details about the 

structure grow murky. The limited archaeological and documentary evidence frustrates scholarly 

investigations of the Trésor’s chronology, its architectural composition and appearance, its 

function, and its place within wider discourses on typologies of Gothic architecture. Specific 

questions arise concerning the Trésor’s start date and the sequence of construction. Were all 

three floors erected at the same time, or was the third story a later addition? A thirteenth century 

text implies the latter, as does the fact that the third floor was only accessible from an external, 

spiral staircase. Though various representations of the Trésor’s architecture show that it rhymed 

with the Sainte-Chapelle, we still wonder at the extent of this visual congruity. Moreover, we 

lack reliable information regarding the Trésor’s plan, dimensions, elevation, and general 

architectural countenance. Though we have knowledge about how each floor was eventually 

used, we do not know if these activities fulfilled the original purpose intended by the building’s 

planners. And finally, was such an architecturally ascendant treasury de rigeur in medieval 

practice or was the Trésor specially invented for the prestigious site of the Palais de la Cité? All 
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these questions gesture towards the most fundamental concern about the Trésor des Chartes, 

namely, whether or not the building was part of the original design for the Sainte-Chapelle.  

Stymied by the seemingly unresolvable nature of these questions, the Trésor has often 

been treated as a footnote to architectural studies of the Sainte-Chapelle and the Palais de la Cité. 

The only scholarship singularly devoted to the Trésor has been produced by archivists.2 These 

articles clearly privilege the building’s contents in favor of the architectural container, and in so 

doing neglect how questions surrounding the Trésor’s physical structure might influence 

interpretations of its significance. With regards to the building’s chronology, one scholar 

flippantly writes, “Ceci importe peu après tout,”3 categorically denying the importance of this 

issue. Recent studies have made no new attempts at reconstituting the Trésor’s ground plan, 

opting instead to recycle a plan drafted in the year 1902.4 This stagnation in visual representation 

has led to a stagnation in research: our understanding of the Trésor des Chartes – or any lost 

monument, for that matter – is limited by the exclusive reliance on secondary sources and 

ephemera left in the wake of the building’s demolition.  

It is the contention of this study that digital reconstruction offers a compelling avenue to 

circumvent these limitations. The potential of digital reconstruction lies in its ability to marry 

received facts with informed conjecture, granting the researcher a flexible 3D environment to test 

out competing theories. With these possibilities in mind, I began an ongoing project to digitally 

reconstruct the Trésor des Chartes in the spring of 2015. The project took shape within the 

                                                
2 See Olivier Guyotjeannin and Yann Potin, “La fabrique de la perpetuité: Le Trésor des chartes et les archives 
du royaume (XIIIe - XIXe siecle),” Revue de Synthèse, 5, 125, no. 1 (2004): 15–44 and Yann Potin, “Archives 
en sacristie. Le trésor est-il un batiment d’archives? Le cas du ‘Trésor des Chartes’ des rois de France (XIIIe – 
XIXe siècle),” Livraisons D’histoire de L’architecture, no. 10 (2005): 65-85. 
 

3 “This matters little, after all.” Potin, “Archives en sacristie,” 76.  
 

4 Delaborde’s plan can be found on page 72 of Potin, “Archives en sacristie,” and on page 85 of Boris Bove 
and Claude Gauvard, Le Paris du Moyen Age (Paris: Belin Litterature et Revues, 2014). 
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broader context of “Paris Past and Present,” a digital humanities initiative launched by Dr. 

Meredith Cohen that aims to reconstruct the lost monuments of medieval Paris.5 

Methodologically, this study takes its cue from The London Charter for the Computer-based 

Visualization of Cultural Heritage,6 an internationally recognized set of standards designed to 

ensure academic rigor in emergent practices like digital reconstruction. The Charter’s central 

dictate is that scholars must make visible their processes of interpretation through the 

documentation of paradata. For the purposes of the charter, paradata consist of “the evaluative, 

analytical, deductive, interpretative and creative decisions made in the course of computer-based 

visualization.”7 The following paper pursues such a course of intellectual transparency by 

analyzing the sources used and fully explaining the decisions made in the reconstruction of the 

Trésor. Ultimately, this study investigates how the reconstruction process for this model can 

advance new theories about the previously unknowable monument. In that sense, the 

visualization itself comes to occupy a secondary role: the model is used as a vehicle through 

which evidence is collated, interrogated, and extrapolated to identify lingering questions about 

the Trésor’s architecture and important areas of continuing research.  

The paper is structured in four parts: Section I outlines the current state of knowledge; 

Section II assesses relevant sources for their utility; Section III proceeds with the documentation 

of paradata; and Section IV submits new hypotheses regarding the Trésor des Chartes, theorizing 

the building’s sequence of construction and, crucially, its relationship to the Sainte-Chapelle. 

                                                
5 Meredith Cohen, “Paris Past and Present,” 2014-present. The reconstruction was carried out as part of Dr. 
Cohen’s spring 2015 seminar, “Digital Gothic.” The group that modeled the Trésor included myself, Kexin 
Dai, and Clara Shim. The reconstruction was modeled using Vectorworks CAD and BIM software.  
 

6 Version 2.1 of the Charter is published in the following book: Anna Bentkowska-Kafel, Hugh Denard, and 
Drew Baker, Paradata and Transparency in Virtual Heritage (Ashgate Publishing, Ltd., 2012), 73-80. 
 

7 Hugh Denard, “A New Introduction to The London Charter,” in Paradata and Transparency in Virtual 
Heritage, ed. Anna Bentkowska-Kafel et al. (Ashgate Publishing, Ltd., 2012), 77. 
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Through this paper I hope to demonstrate that the Trésor was indeed conceived and constructed 

in tandem with the Sainte-Chapelle, and was an integral feature of its design. 

I. State of the Question: Function, History, Interpretations 

Each of the Trésor’s three stories corresponded to a specific function: the ground floor 

serviced the Sainte-Chapelle as the lower chapel sacristy; the second floor, often called the 

revestiaire, was the upper chapel vestry and sacristy; and the third floor along with its adjoining 

attic space housed the royal archives and the king’s library.8 Access to the first and second floors 

was only possible through the passageway, which connected the floors to the lower and upper 

chapels of the Sainte-Chapelle, respectively. The third floor could only be reached from a spiral 

staircase attached to the outside of the structure. Despite the vertically stratified functions, both 

the Latin and French texts relating to the Trésor use fluid terms when discussing the building. 

The Trésor is alternatively referred to as a treasury, sacristy, vestry, or archive. This 

terminological variety reflects an actual functional hybridity for these kinds of medieval spaces; 

treasuries, sacristies, and vestries alike housed relics, liturgical instruments, and ecclesiastical 

vestments.9 Furthermore, religious edifices communicated an aura of inviolability which was 

then transferred to their dependent structures. It was in fact common practice by the thirteenth 

century to install archives and cartularies in treasury spaces as a protective measure.10 To avoid 

possible confusion occasioned by this terminological inconsistency, the entire building will 

henceforth be referred to as a treasury properly known as the “Trésor des Chartes” and 

                                                
8 Jean Guerout, “Le Palais de la Citè à Paris des origines à 1417: Éssai topographique et archéologique de Paris 
et de l’Ile-de-France,” Mémoires de la Fédération des Sociétés historiques et archéologiques de Paris et de 
l’Île-de-France 1 (1949), 166. 
 

9 Toby Huitson, Stairway to Heaven: The Functions of Medieval Upper Spaces (Oxbow Books, 2014), 104. 
 

10 Henri-François Delaborde, “Les bâtiments successivement occupés par le Trésor des chartes,” in Mémoires 
de La Société de L’histoire de Paris et de l’Ile-de-France, ed. H. Champion (Paris: Société de l’histoire de 
Paris et de l’Ile-de-France, 1902), 160 and Potin, “Archives en sacristie,” 77. 
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abbreviated as the “Trésor.” Discussion pertaining to distinct stories will make reference to the 

specific floor levels in question. 

The Trésor is not mentioned in either the first or second of the Sainte-Chapelle’s 

foundational charters, nor is it firmly associated with name “Trésor des Chartes” until it emerges 

in a royal act from the year 1334.11 The earliest evidence relating to the Trésor comes from 

Geoffroy de Beaulieu’s hagiography of Louis IX. The author claims that the king established a 

royal library in the treasury of his Paris chapel after returning from Crusade in 1254.12 Louis had 

witnessed the sultan of Cairo’s library and sought to emulate this mark of erudition by 

assembling theological texts, including those of Augustine, Ambrose, Jerome, and Gregory, and 

installing them in the third floor of the Sainte-Chapelle’s treasury. Evidence for the royal 

library’s existence in this location therefore indicates that a structure was already in place by the 

year 1254. However, Beaulieu does not specify whether the third floor was built as a new 

addition to a two-storied structure or if the library – that is, its accoutrements and contents – was 

built into a pre-existing third floor. The archival function of the third floor is first acknowledged 

in a document from 1268, establishing the presence of a records depot in the king’s Parisian 

treasury (thesauro).13 By 1269, officials were making inventories of legal acts concerning 

                                                
11 Archives nationales, X 1A 8602, fol. 14; see note 39 in Potin “Archives En Sacristie,” 77. 
 

12 Geoffroy de Beaulieu, “Vita et sancta conversation piae memoriae Ludovici quondam regis francorum,” 
Receuil des Historiens des Gaules et de la France, ed. Pierre-Claude-Francis Daunou and Joseph Naudet, tome 
XX (Paris: Imprimerie Royale, 1840), 15. The passage reads: “Sicut cogitavit, ita et reversus perfecit, et locum 
aptum et fortem ad hoc aedificari fecit, scilicet Parisiis in capellae suae thesauro, ubi plurima originalia tam 
Augustini, Ambrosii, Hieronymi, atque Gregorii, necnon et aliorum orthodoxorum doctorum libros sedule 
congregavit.” I offer my translation here: “Thus he thought, and having returned he completed in this way, he 
caused an appropriate and secure place to be built for this [purpose], that is to say in the treasury of his chapel 
in Paris, where he enthusiastically assembled many original text such as Augustine, Ambrose, Jerome, and 
Gregory.” 
 

13 See Potin, “Archives en sacristie,” 76. Not specified as located in the Tresor but there is mention of “archive 
of the king” (archivium regis) in 1264 and “records deposited in Paris in the cupboards of the king” (litterae 
repositae Parisius in almariis Domini regis) in 1268. 
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Languedoc, while the addition of cartularies is indicated by 1272.14 The Trésor was thus already 

a site of significant literary activity and administrative organization by the time Pierre d’Étampes 

conducted a thorough inventory of its contents in 1318, after having been named the conservator 

of the king’s letters, charters, and privileges eleven years prior.15 

Recent studies have explored the ideological valences of the Trésor, and may provide 

clues beyond Beaulieu’s anecdotal ones regarding the motivation for the building’s construction. 

The royal archives were already intimately tied to Paris’ foundation as the capital of the French 

realm before their localization in the treasury of the Sainte-Chapelle. During the ambush at 

Fréteval in 1194, Richard I reconquered territories to which Philip Augustus had previously laid 

claim; the loss of territory was accompanied by the loss of Philip’s archives, seals, and fiscal 

accounts.16 This indicates that the royal treasury was a mobile ensemble that followed the 

movements of the itinerant ruler. After 1194, the chroniclers Guillaume le Breton and Gautier de 

Nemours were tasked with reinventing the lost royal archives, which were then deposited in an 

unspecified location in the Palais de la Cité.17 This tied the previously itinerant monarchy to a 

geographic locus and enabled Paris’ development as the pivot of the realm. According to Bove 

and Gauvard, the thirteenth-century transfer of the already politically charged archives to the 

treasury of the Sainte-Chapelle implicated the collection in a certain Frankish mythology, one 

                                                
14 The first indication of royal charter room in the space of the Tresor comes from a small cartulary of 1272 
titled “Memoriale de scriptis provincie Narbonensis, que sunt in thesauro Domini regis, utilibus ad utendum in 
presenti.” See Potin “Archives En Sacristie,” 75. 
 

15 John Baldwin, The Government of Philip Augustus: Foundations of French Royal Power in the Middle Ages 
(University of California Press, 1991), 408. 
 

16 Baldwin, The Government of Philip Augustus, 56. 
 

17 The priest and chronicler Guillaume le Breton (1165-1226) along with Gautier de Nemours le Jeune, son of 
the king’s chamberlain enterprised to copy and rewrite royal acts, specifically the Registrum veterius. For more 
on this, see Baldwin, The Government of Philip Augustus, 409. 
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that contrived an imagined antiquity for Capetian rule.18 The authors point to the archives’ 

physical proximity to the Sainte-Chapelle, whose stained-glass windows iconographically embed 

Louis IX and his Capetian line in a direct chain of inheritance beginning with the biblical kings. 

Guyotjeannin argues that the spatial proximity born of this resettlement created an analogy 

between the royal archives and the holy relics situated yards away: just as the recently acquired 

Crown of Thorns exalted the Sainte-Chapelle as the new Holy Temple and Louis as its 

Solomonic figurehead, so too did the archives insist on the appropriation of biblical sanctity.19 

The archives are likened to the Ark of the Covenant, inaugurating the Trésor as the new Holy of 

Holies, as the inner sanctum of the Sainte-Chapelle. This exclusivity was confirmed by its 

limited architectural accessibility, that is, by the fact that the archives could only be reached from 

an attached stair turret that lead directly to the third floor.  

II. Identification and Analysis of the Sources: Architectural, Written, Graphic  

In order to begin formulating new theories about the Trésor and its architecture, this 

study first identifies and diagnoses the available sources. Particular attention is given to the ways 

that historical, social, and aesthetic factors might influence how this material is interpreted.  

Precedents  

To begin, the architecture and typological ambiguity of the Trésor must be measured 

against possible medieval precedents. Just as various local and international references mingled 

at the Sainte-Chapelle,20 non-Parisian palatine complexes may have also served as possible 

precursors for the the chapel’s treasury. Aachen (c. 796), for instance, has long been positioned 

                                                
18 Bove and Gauvard, Le Paris du Moyen Age, 88. 
 

19 Guyotjeannin, “La fabrique de la perpétuité,” 24. 
 

20 See the chapters concerning the Sainte-Chapelle’s architectural precedents in Part III. The Architecture of 
Sacral Kingship in Meredith Cohen, The Sainte-Chapelle and the Construction of Sacral Monarchy: Royal 
Architecture in Thirteenth-Century Paris (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 113-142. 
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as an important predecessor for Louis’ chapel. Though the two-part doppelkapellen type may 

have inspired the Sainte-Chapelle’s doubled elevation, the absence of further iconographic 

parallels casts the presumed association in doubt.21 Moreover, Aachen’s arrangement did not 

include an architecturally independent treasury space. The reliquary treasures were instead 

displayed from the second floor of the building’s west towers.22 The very tenuous associations 

made between the Aachen Dom and the Sainte-Chapelle are thus further destabilized by the 

former’s lack of a treasury building. Thus, this comparison can be dismissed in favor of more 

compelling associations. 

The Sacra Capella of the Great Imperial Palace of Constantinople (c. 864), known to 

Latin pilgrims as the Boukoleon, was a more important predecessor for the Sainte-Chapelle in 

terms of ideological significance.23 The Sacra Capella was the former site of the relics of the 

Passion, which were obtained by Louis IX in 1237 and destined for the Sainte-Chapelle in Paris. 

It was this transfer of relics that provided the conditions for Paris’ ascendancy in the sphere of 

Christendom.24 Though we know little about the Sacra Capella’s architecture, research suggests 

that it was diminutively sized and potentially had an external, double porch.25 If these theories 

are accurate, the Sacra Capella would have shared these features with the Sainte-Chapelle. The 

porch was an unusual feature in thirteenth-century French architecture, and thus suggests a 

                                                
21 Cohen, The Sainte-Chapelle and the Construction of Sacral Monarchy, 119. Here, the author challenges the 
analogies proposed by Daniel Weiss between Aachen and the Sainte-Chapelle. 
 

22 Herta Lepie, The Cathedral Treasury of Aachen (Regensburg: Schnell + Steiner, 2010), 39. 
 

23 Cohen, The Sainte-Chapelle and the Construction of Sacral Monarchy, 115. 
 

24 For further discussion of this theory, see Daniel H. Weiss, “Architectural Symbolism and the Decoration of 
the Sainte-Chapelle,” Art Bulletin LXXVII/2 (1995): 308-320. 
 

25 The church was completely destroyed in 1204 during the Latin conquest of Constantinople. For a full 
discussion of the Sacra Capella and its relics, see Alexei Lidov, “A Byzantine Jerusalem. The Imperial Pharos 
Chapel as the Holy Sepulchre,” Jerusalem as Narrative Space, ed. Annette Hoffman and Gerhard Wolf 
(Leiden: Brill, 2012), 63-104.   
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deliberate connection made between the Sainte-Chapelle and this distinctive source.26 Furthering 

these analogies, scholars have theorized that the Sacra Capella had a satellite treasury to its 

north.27 The treasury may have been accessed from a passageway that extended out of the 

chapel’s narthex. The device of the autonomous treasury would reinforce the homologies linking 

the Sainte-Chapelle to the Sacra Capella. Nevertheless, the eight-petaled rosette plan proposed 

for the treasury at Constantinople clashes with the plan of the Trésor des Chartes. The concept of 

the autonomous treasury may have therefore derived from the Sacra Capella, but the architectural 

redundancy between chapel and treasury invoked at the Palais de la Cité seems to have been an 

original statement. 

Although the Sacra Capella may have attached to an architecturally independent treasury, 

the Palais de la Cité’s more geographically proximate references did not include this feature. 

Jean Mesqui’s comprehensive study of medieval French palaces and castles publishes plans 

based on archaeological research, but these plans do not reveal provisions for identifiable, 

architecturally independent treasuries.28 Only plans for the twelfth-century palace at Senlis 

indicate that the palace’s treasury was granted some measure of spatial independence (figure 2); 

a treasury is identified abutting the palatine chapel to the north, though it has no clear borders 

and seems to have been integrated into the larger space of the chapel’s adjacent Grande Salle. 

The closest formal and temporal source for the Sainte-Chapelle, the palace chapel at Saint-

Germain en Laye, similarly omitted a satellite treasury.29 The rarity of treasury spaces attached to 

                                                
26 Cohen, The Sainte-Chapelle and the Construction of Sacral Monarchy, 117. 
 

27 Lidov, “A Byzantine Jerusalem. The Imperial Pharos Chapel as the Holy Sepulchre,” 64. 
 

28 Jean Mesqui, Châteaux et enceintes de la France médiévale: La résidence et les éléments d’architecture 
(Picard, 1993). 
 

29 Based on restitution plans in Cécile Léon, Le château de Saint-Germain-en-Laye au Moyen Age: Histoire et 
évolution architecturale d’une résidence royale XIIe-XIVe siècles (Paris: Les Presses Franciliennes, 2008), 
134. 
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earlier palatine chapels – save for the theoretically independent treasury of the Sacra Capella – 

therefore exacerbates the importance and possible innovation of the one attached to the Sainte-

Chapelle.30 The unlikelihood of architectural precedents for the Trésor also eliminated their 

possibility for use in the reconstruction; the 3D model instead focused on more relevant sources.  

Plans 

Only four plans of the Trésor des Chartes were produced while the structure was still 

extant. The earliest example is the anonymous Plan Particulier de l'Isle du Palais ou de la Cité 

(figure 3), produced some time in the 1600s.31 The plan is exceedingly reductive in its treatment 

of architectural bodies; the legibility of toponyms and street names preponderate at the expense 

of cartographic verisimilitude. The next plan, the so-called Terrier du Roi (figure 4), was 

produced as a tax assessors map around the year 1700.32 Owing to this very specific function, the 

plan methodically traces the outlines of discrete structural units, but does not offer much more 

than a basic understanding of the Trésor des Chartes’ location within the Palais. Abbé 

Delagrive’s cartographic Plan Détaillé de la Cité of 1754 (figure 5) and an unsigned, eighteenth-

century plan from the collection of Hippolyte Destailleur (figure 6) improve upon the earlier 

examples.33 Though similarly generalizing with respect to the Île de la Cité’s secular structures, 

the two eighteenth-century plans attend more seriously to the architectural qualities of the 

                                                
30 Within the Palais de la Cité itself, the chapels of Saint-Barthélemy (c. 5th century), Saint-Nicolas (founded 
by Robert II), the Oratory of the Virgin (c. 1154), and Saint-Michel (1165) preceded the Sainte-Chapelle, but 
the limited archaeological evidence does not signal that treasury annexes appended any of these chapels. See 
Cohen, The Sainte-Chapelle and the Construction of Sacral Monarchy, 126-131 for a full summary of this 
history. 
 

31 Bibliothèque nationale de France, GED-6950h. 
 

32 On the Terrier du Roi, see Terriers et plans-terriers du XIIIe au XVIIIe siècle: actes du colloque de Paris 
(23-25 septembre, 1998), ed. by Ghislain Brunel, Olivier Guyotjeannin and Jean-Marc Moriceau (Rennes: 
Association d’Histoire des Sociétés Rurales and Paris: École nationale des chartes, 2002). The drawing, BNF 
Est. Ve 84 fo 1-2 
 

33 Delagrive: Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Cartes et plans, GE C-3753; Destailleur: 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Estampes et photographie, RESERVE FT 6-VE-53 (J) 
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island’s ecclesiastical and royal complexes. Delagrive, who claimed to have measured every 

fixed point that he drafted, represents the principal monuments in section.34 He clarifies both the 

placement and number of buttresses and columns for buildings like the Sainte-Chapelle, 

Chambre des Comptes, and Grand’Salle. The Destailleur plan elaborates some of these features 

by including profiles of the Grand’Salle’s columns and the Sainte-Chapelle’s vault responds. 

Due to their fairly detailed renderings and the various similarities in their treatment of the Trésor, 

the latter two exist as the most valuable plans produced prior to 1783. 

The plans created subsequent to the building’s destruction use more contemporary 

drafting conventions but are not necessarily more accurate. Over half a century after its 

demolition, the architect Viollet-le-Duc attempted to reconstitute the building’s contours, 

drafting its plan at both ground and second floors (figure 7).35 The descriptive plan theorizes 

certain aspects of the Trésor’s architecture: it includes quadripartite rib vaults, window mullions, 

and access points from the passageway and spiral staircase. However, Viollet-le-Duc’s blatant 

omission of certain puzzling features of the Sainte-Chapelle’s plan, such as the lateral portals 

servicing the chapel’s presbytery,36 indicates a propensity for idealization that may well have 

influenced his design  for the Trésor. Around fifty years elapsed until the next plan was drafted 

                                                
34 Pierre Pinon, Bertrand Le Boudec, and Dominique Carré, Les plans de Paris: Histoire d’une capitale (Paris: 
Le Passage, 2014) 58. According to the authors, Delagrive’s plan is the earliest example in Parisian 
cartography of buildings represented in section. Though there is no firm date attached to the Destailleur plan – 
and thus it cannot really be claimed that Delagrive’s is the first to demonstrate this quality – the two plans 
together show a developing interest in the articulation of architectural features. This new tendency in drafting 
makes the eighteenth century plans more valuable for information about the Trésor’s architecture than the ones 
produced prior. 
 

35 Éugène Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, Dictionnaire raisonné de l’architecture française du XIe au XVIe siècle, 
10 vols. (Paris: B. Bance, 1854) 2, 427. 
 

36 Meredith Cohen, “The Doors of the Chapel and the Keys to the Palace of Louis IX,” forthcoming. 
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by the archivist Henri-François Delaborde (figure 8).37 Unlike Viollet-le-Duc, Delaborde 

carefully documents and analyzes sources related to the Trésor. Still, as an archivist, Delaborde 

would not have had an architectural historian’s sensibility for space and structure. Historian Jean 

Guerout’s plan of the Palais de la Cité from 1949 evolves out of a similar ethos (figure 9). He 

rigorously identifies and interrogates archaeological evidence, yet his plan of the Palais – most 

evident in his treatment of the Trésor – is reductive and schematic. Most recently, however, Potin 

as well as Bove and Gauvard have republished Delaborde’s plan, positioning it as the most 

authoritative configuration to date.38 

Written Sources  

Although the Trésor des Chartes has at times been mentioned in histories of the Palais de 

la Cité or the Sainte-Chapelle, original contributions to its historiography occur in only a limited 

number of texts. We have already traced its medieval documentation from Beaulieu to the year 

1334 (the year the name “Trésor des Chartes” is first attributed to the structure), but the first real 

description of its architecture and contents occurs in Henri Sauval’s (1623-76) monolith of 

Parisian history, Histoire et recherches des antiquites de la ville de Paris (1724).39 An historian 

and amateur architect, Sauval provides the roster of previous treasurers, summarizes the archival 

holdings, and provides a first-hand if partial account of the building as it existed in his day. A 

memoir written by Pierre Desmaisons’ in 1781 is the only other empirical description of the 

                                                
37 See figures 3 and 4 in Henri-François Delaborde, “Les bâtiments successivement occupés par le Trésor des 
chartes,” in Mémoires de la Société de l’Histoire de Paris et de l’Ile-de-France, ed. H. Champion (Paris: 
Société de l’histoire de Paris et de l’Ile-de-France, 1902), 164-165. 
 

38 Potin, “Archives en sacristie,” 72 and Bove and Gauvard, Le Paris du Moyen Age, 85. 
 

39 For Sauval’s pages on the Trésor, see Henri Sauval, Histoire et Recherches des Antiquités de la Ville de 
Paris. Tome 2 (Paris: Charles Moette, 1724), 431-432. Sauval’s history was published posthumously and some 
edits were made to his original draft; his section on the Trésor, however, seems to have remained intact. 
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building that we have.40 Desmaisons (1711-1795), a member of the Royal Academy of 

Architecture, had been assigned to the reconstruction of the Palais de la Cité following the fire of 

1776. The account takes inventory of the treasury’s architecture and even includes some 

dimensions. Nevertheless, Desmaisons produced the account as an apology for the Trésor’s 

destruction; the architect’s own design for the Galerie de la Sainte-Chapelle would replace the 

treasury once it had been cleared away. Though his personal agenda may have negatively 

influenced his assessment of the Trésor des Chartes, Desmaisons is the only source for the 

building’s dimensions and his account is therefore invaluable to any attempts at reconstruction.  

Following the building’s demolition, scholars have primarily taken interest in the Trésor 

for its archival function. A few works nevertheless stand out: Delaborde’s plan from 1902 is 

accompanied by a detailed study of the various structures that had housed the archival collection 

throughout the years.41 In it, Delaborde theorizes certain aspects of the Trésor’s architectural 

makeup and identifies important graphic sources. Guerout’s plan similarly occurs within a larger 

study produced by the author.42 Guerout for the most part summarizes Delaborde’s arguments 

but contributes new information about the Trésor’s social history. Recently, the archivists Olivier 

Guyotjeannin and Yann Potin have researched the implications of the royal archives’ localization 

in the Palais de la Cité,43 and in the process provided important material pertaining to the 

Trésor’s architecture. 

                                                
40 Desmaisons’ account has not been made available to the public. It may be accessed from the Archives 
nationales as item number S 946-947: Pierre Desmaisons, “Mémoire tendant à démontrer la nécessité de 
démolir le bâtiment des sacristies de la Sainte-Chapelle haute et basse,” December 4, 1781. Use of Desmaisons 
in this study comes from other authors who quoted his findings, such as Delaborde and Potin. 
 

41 Delaborde, “Les bâtiments successivement occupés par le Trésor des chartes,” 159-172. 
 

42 Guerout, “Le Palais de La Cité à Paris.” 
 

43 The two studies in question are Guyotjeannin, “La fabrique de la perpétuité,” 15-44 and Potin, “Archives en 
sacristie,” 65-85. 
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City Plans, Prints, Drawings 

Images of the Trésor were found in bird’s-eye view city plans and in more detailed 

drawings of the Palais de la Cité. Though many plans of Paris were produced from the sixteenth 

through the nineteenth centuries, the ones most relevant to the study of the Trésor were those of 

Braun and Hogenberg from 1572 (figure 10), Merian’s plan from 1615 (figure 11), and Turgot’s 

plan from 1739 (figure 12).44 The Braun and Hogenberg plan demonstrates an awareness of the 

Trésor’s existence, yet the plan itself is not the most reliable document. Published in Cologne as 

part of a cosmography of European cities entitled Civitates orbis Terrarum, the 1572 plan seems 

to represent the city of Paris as it existed in the year 1530. This inconsistency suggests that the 

plan was not produced from empirical observation; rather, it probably derived from one of two 

earlier plans, the now-lost “plan premier” or the 1550 plan of Sébastien Münster.45 The Münster 

plan especially is unreliable, evidenced in its fantasy façade of Notre-Dame and the imaginary 

circular enclosure it imposes around Saint-Germain-des-Prés. The Braun and Hogenberg plan is 

therefore valuable in that it includes the Trésor des Chartes, but the fallacies it carries over from 

earlier plans means that it is not an accurate index of the Trésor’s architecture.  

The plan drafted by Mathieu Merian is more precise in its rendering of Paris’ urban 

topography, choosing a low, oblique angle that enables a representation of building façades in 

fixed, isometric perspective. Here, the vertical relationships between monuments are more or less 

realistic, and the scope of the plan is much more inclusive; the faubourgs of Vincennes, 

Charenton and Bicêtre are shown extending past the boundaries of the medieval enceinte. While 

the architecture of important edifices is carefully rendered, the buildings closest to the ground 

                                                
44 These plans are compiled in Pinon et al., Les plans de Paris: Histoire d’une capital (Paris: Le Passage, 
2014) – for the plan of Braun and Hogenberg, see page 34; Merian, page 42; Turgot, page 60. 
 

45 Pinon et al., Les plans de Paris, 34. 
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line – the Louvre and Saint-Germain-des-Prés, for example – benefit from highly detailed 

articulation, while the Trésor, which figures in the middle of the composition, is treated with 

more generalizing hatch marks. Still, its architectural renditions are more convincing than those 

of the Braun and Hogenberg plan, and thus its representation of the Trésor is more valuable for 

the reconstruction.  

The Plan de Turgot was the last bird’s eye view plan produced before the Trésor’s 

destruction. It was commissioned by Michel-Étienne Turgot, the Master of the Merchants of 

Paris, who sought to represent the city in a manner more evocative than the geometric plans that 

had become standard practice eighty years prior. The plan is drafted in axonometric perspective 

from a south-westerly vantage point, giving a diagonal rather than frontal view of the city’s 

monuments. Louis Bretez, the author of the plan, was not a cartographer but an architectural 

draftsman, which helps to explain the faithful reproduction of elements like the façade of Notre-

Dame. Despite its architectural mien, one must consider Turgot’s desire for the plan to appeal to 

the eyes of foreigners.46 In seeming opposition to this objective of enticing potential tourists, the 

plan offers a rather pared down visualization of the Trésor. It therefore serves as an important 

point of comparison with the depiction found in Merian’s plan.  

Prints and drawings of the Palais de la Cité and detail views of the Trésor were also 

collected and assessed for their utility. The earliest depiction of the Palais that includes the 

Trésor is Étienne Martellange’s drawing from about 1630 (figure 13). Martellange (1569-1641) 

was a Jesuit draftsman and architect who practiced in the Baroque idiom. Despite his 

architectural training and practice, Martellange’s drawings are often characterized by 

perspectival distortion. This is evident in his rather fanciful 1608 view of the city of Avignon 

                                                
46 Pinon et al., Les plans de Paris, 60.  
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(figure 14), with the medieval Palais des Papes crowning the landscape. Combined with his 

rendition of the Trésor, it would appear that Martellange was somewhat given to whimsy when it 

came to Gothic architecture.  

Twenty years after Martellange’s drawing of the Trésor, a print depicting the Palais de la 

Cité was published under the name Boisseau (figure 15). Boisseau was most likely the editor 

rather than the author of the print; the documents attached to his name in the holdings of the 

Bibliothèque Nationale de France list him as the publisher of mainly cartographic materials. The 

absence of an identifiable author prevents a more detailed, comparative analysis of this print, but 

it must nevertheless figure in the limited corpus of representations of the Trésor.  

In 1702, the cartographer and engineer Alain Manesson-Mallet (1630–1706) published an 

illustration of the Trésor within the courtyard of the Palais de la Cité as part of his four volume 

series, La Géométrie Pratique (figure 16).47 Manesson-Mallet used drawings of various castles – 

such as Versailles, Fontainebleau, and Chantilly – as illustrations of mathematical principles and 

techniques. Through his view of the southern range of the Sainte-Chapelle, for instance, the 

author details how one might measure inaccessible heights using an astrolabe.48 The illustration 

of the Palais de la Cité’s courtyard, where we find his depiction of the Trésor des Chartes, is part 

of a section explaining the royal system of measurements.49 Ironically, Manesson-Mallet doesn’t 

seem to have employed rigorous drafting methods; the individual elements of the palace 

ensemble are rather disproportionate and the Trésor is almost indistinguishable from the Sainte-

Chapelle. Though the image is problematic in these ways, it was – like the Boisseau print – 

retained as an important point of comparison. 

                                                
47 Alain Manesson-Mallet, La géométrie pratique, divisée en quatre livres, 4 vols. (Paris: Anisson, 1702). 
 

48 For the image of the Sainte-Chapelle, see Ibid., Tome II, 153. 
 

49 Ibid., Tome I, 105. 
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Thomas de Froideau’s 1782 detail drawing of the Trésor counts as the last representation 

of the building created before its demolition, as well as the only study of the building isolated 

from the broader context of the Palais de la Cité (figure 17). Froideau, like Boisseau, is difficult 

to locate in the historical record, but limited evidence suggests that he may have been a pupil of 

Desmaisons.50 The only other print attributed to Froideau on record is a 1786 architectural 

rendering of a slaughterhouse.51 Projected in ground plan, section, and elevation, the print 

demonstrates the careful draftsmanship that eventually won Froideau the emulation prize in the 

Grand Prix of the French Academy of Architecture. Still, the connection between this Froideau 

and the one responsible for the drawing of the Trésor is unverified, and thus the reliability of the 

representation is uncertain. Though he may have worked under Desmaisons’ tutelage, Froideau’s 

detail drawing should not be treated as the most authoritative image of the Trésor.52 It must be 

considered in dialogue with the other visualizations and assessed for points of similarity and 

difference. 

Representations of the Trésor produced after 1783, rightfully viewed with suspicion, 

were nevertheless credited as “reconstructions” in the same vein as the one produced in 

conjunction with this paper. Two nineteenth-century restitution views created by Étienne Huyot 

and Viollet-le-Duc, respectively (figures 18 and 19), clearly assimilate known information about 

the Trésor with imaginative speculation. Still, Huyot’s illustration and Viollet-le-Duc’s 

especially take liberties when reimaging the complex of the Palais de la Cité. Much like a digital 

reconstruction, the two post-demolition views borrow features from likely and still-extant 

                                                
50 Helen Rosenau, “The Engravings of the Grand Prix of the French Academy of Architecture,” Architectural 
History 3 (1960): 36. 
 

51 Ibid., 141. 
 

52 Potin argues otherwise, claiming that Froideau’s drawing is a faithful reproduction. Potin, “Archives en 
sacristie,” 70. 
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sources. Rather than repeat the creative decisions used for the nineteenth-century restitutions, the 

present reconstruction privileges the graphic evidence that predates the 1783 demolition. 

Descendants 

In addition to documentary sources and medieval precedents, the architectural repetitions 

that followed the Sainte-Chapelle of Paris were also examined as possible sources for the 

reconstruction. The family of buildings known as “Les Saintes Chapelles Royales et Princières” 

are all palatine chapels founded by Louis IX or his successors.53 They conform to a one or two 

story elevation and house a relic of either the Crown of Thorns or the True Cross. They are 

further associated with the original Sainte-Chapelle through their use of the liturgical hours 

designed for the Paris chapel. Of all these related structures – including Vivier-en-Brie (1352), 

Riom (1382), Châteaudun (1451), Aigueperse (1475), Champigny (1498), and Vic-le-Comte 

(1505) – only Sainte-Chapelle de Vincennes emulates Paris’ treasury annex (figure 20). Initiated 

in 1379 by Charles V, the palatine chapel at Vincennes is composed of a single story with five 

bays and a five-sided apse. Sainte-Chapelle of Paris, however, has a four-bay plan, a seven-part 

apse, and a double porch adjoining its western façade. Manipulations of the original referent are 

manifested in the design of the treasury as well. The treasury at Vincennes comprises a single 

bay and rises only two stories, compared with the Trésor des Chartes’ more substantial two-

bayed, three-storied arrangement. Nevertheless, the inclusion of an architecturally autonomous 

treasury is implied in the chapel’s original charter.54 The integral nature of Vincennes’ treasury 

and the chapel’s formal echoes of the Sainte-Chapelle of Paris make the still-extant treasury a 

                                                
53 The criteria for this grouping were formulated by Claudine Billot, Les Saintes Chapelles royales et 
princieres (Paris: editions du patrimoine, 1998), 9-10. 
 

54 Explicit provisions for a treasurer are included in the charter; see Billot Les Saintes Chapelles royales et 
princieres, 48. 
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viable if tertiary reference for the reconstruction. More importantly, earlier reconstitutions of the 

Trésor des Chartes directly copied elements from the treasury at Vincennes. Awareness of 

Vincenne’s architectural makeup thus enables a critical eye when assessing plans and drawings 

of the Trésor. 

Section III. Paradata for the Reconstruction: Reasoning, Decisions 

Beginning with an exhaustive analysis of the available sources allows the reconstruction 

to start from scratch, so to speak. Instead of relying on a single plan, drawing, or account, 

theories about the Trésor’s architecture arise from a critical reading of the preceding sources. 

Due to the finite nature of the existing material, the Sainte-Chapelle stood as the default source 

during instances of doubt. 

Plan  

Structural Envelope and Alignment with the Sainte-Chapelle 

To establish the geometric contours of the Trésor, the pre-demolition plans were 

determined to be more appropriate points of departure than the post-demolition plans drafted by 

Viollet-le-Duc, Delaborde, and Guerout. The Delagrive and Destailleur plans from the eighteenth 

century depict plausible outlines of the building’s frame. The coextensive plans show a 

composite shape of two bays terminated by a five-sided apse, with the first bay corresponding to 

the buttresses of the first turning bay of the Sainte-Chapelle. Both plans situate the Trésor north 

of and parallel to the chapel, with the eastern limit of its apse more or less aligned with that of its 

parent structure. The seventeenth-century Plan Particulier de l'Isle du Palais ou de la Cité, may 

be “closer to the source,” but its generalizing countenance and historical inconsistencies allow us 

to disregard both its attenuated form and alternative, more westerly proposal for the building’s 

location. The slightly later Terrier du Roi portrays yet another model for the Trésor’s shape and 
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alignment; the outline of its proposed plan resembles a lancet window and its apse juts out 

dramatically past the east end of the Sainte-Chapelle. Given its status as a tax assessor’s map, the 

alternatives presented here were also deemed improbable. The model therefore adheres to the 

general shape and alignment depicted in the eighteenth-century plans of Delagrive and 

Destailleur. 

Dimensions “Par Terre” and Shape of Buttresses 

Desmaisons’ account is the only known document to include dimensions for the Trésor, 

and therefore supplied invaluable data for the reconstruction. The account indicates that, 

measured from the exterior, the building was about 33 by 22 royal feet – 7.15 by 10.7, converted 

to meters.55 Desmaisons notes that the walls measured less than a meter in depth, and suggests an 

interior surface of around 44 meters squared. The basic outline of the structure was then modeled 

in accordance with the frame described by the Delagrive and Destailleur plans. The interior wall 

was displaced until an area of 44 meters was achieved. This resulted in walls with a girth of 

0.943 meters, thereby conforming to Desmaisons’ propositions. To determine the shape and size 

of the Trésor’s buttresses, a ratio was established comparing the wall width of the Sainte-

Chapelle to that of its buttresses, and then from wall width to buttress length. The relational 

dimensions were then applied to the Trésor’s putative 0.943-meter walls, which translated to 

buttresses measuring 0.97 by 2.16 meters. 

Bay Divisions 

Having determined the shape, orientation, and dimensions for both the building proper 

and its buttresses, the disposition of buttresses emerged as the next point of deliberation. Though 

the model relied on the shape and alignment portrayed in the Delagrive and Destailleur plans, 

                                                
55 Desmaisons as paraphrased in Potin, “Archives en Sacristie,” 72. 
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Martellange’s 1630 engraving posed a challenge to the two-bay hypothesis. The engraving offers 

a rare view of the treasury’s lateral flank, which, due to perspectival rendering and proportional 

relationships, seems to describe a single-bay structure. Putting stock in Martellange’s occupation 

as an architect and draftsman, both one and two-bay possibilities were modeled. When arrayed 

around the envelope of the one-bay model, the disposition of buttresses effected an incongruous 

rhythm (figure 21); in the nave, a super-bay of 3.73 meters dwarfed segmentation in the apse, 

which accounted for only 1.13-meter intervals. Aesthetically and in terms of manufacturing, the 

fenestration of this theoretical structure would have had nave windows incommensurate with 

those of the apse. The same measurements taken for the two-bay model yielded 1.58-meter nave 

bays and 1.13-meter apse divisions, with the disparity between the two units reduced by 2.15 

meters (figure 22). Further supporting the two-bay hypothesis, the vertices of an octagon 

superimposed on the apse interior accord precisely with the midpoints of the buttresses measured 

at width. Also, if the passageway between the Sainte-Chapelle and Trésor was conceived as an 

outgrowth of the first turning bay of the former, the resulting dimensions issue more naturally to 

the first bay of a two-bay rather than a single-bay structure. Cognizant of medieval concerns for 

sacred geometry and geometrical planning techniques – coupled with the demonstrated whimsy 

of Martellange’s Gothic illustrations – the two-bay plan was reasoned to be a more logical 

solution and was therefore used for the model.  

Elevation 

Stories 

Desmaisons’ account also includes useful details for extruding the model into the vertical 

plane. In it, he describes the Trésor as a tower-like structure comprising three stories with an attic 
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space nestled beneath the roof trusses.56 Nevertheless, the Boisseau print represents conflicting 

graphic evidence pertaining to the structure’s composition. The print articulates a two rather than 

three-story treasury abutting the Sainte-Chapelle. The aura of reliability conferred by the print’s 

early date, however, was not viewed as strong enough grounds to reconsider the Trésor’s internal 

divisions. Iconographic analysis confirms that the engraver was not working from strict 

empirical observation. The palatine chapel itself is rendered with glaring distortions: the print 

shows two stories of seemingly equal height and ground floor fenestration composed of the 

same, long lancets that pierce the upper chapel. In reality, the lower chapel of the Sainte-

Chapelle rises to about a third of the height of the upper, and the two spaces are marked by 

radically different patterns of tracery. Martellange’s earlier drawing and Froideau’s image from 

the late eighteenth century both portray a tripartite structure; this is further substantiated by the 

three known functions of the building, namely, as the Sainte-Chapelle’s lower chapel sacristy, as 

the upper chapel’s vestry and sacristy, and as the royal library and archives. The conflicting 

representation in the Boisseau print was thus discounted and the model conceived with a three-

part elevation. 

Roof Pitch and Total Elevation 

Secure in the assertion of a three-story structure, the next task was to determine the 

building’s height. Desmaisons claims that the building’s height was more than double its length, 

though its summit did not exceed the base of the Sainte-Chapelle’s roof.57 Potin estimates that 

the Trésor would have risen about 25 meters,58 but does not specify whether the figure should be 

                                                
56 Desmaisons as paraphrased in Potin, “Archives en sacristie,” 72. 
 

57 Desmaisons as paraphrased in Delaborde, “Les bâtiments successivement occupés par le Trésor des chartes,” 
160-161. 
 

58 Potin, “Archives en sacristie,” 72. 
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applied to the distance from ground to third-story keystone or from ground to gable. It was thus 

necessary to model both options, but not before establishing the angle of the roof’s pitch. Drafted 

sections of the Sainte-Chapelle and other contemporary structures – including Beauvais, St. 

Denis (in its Rayonnant phase), Reims, and Saint-Urbain at Troyes – were assembled from 

Mapping Gothic France and inserted into Vectorworks.59 The roofs were traced and measured, 

yielding a standard pitch of 60 degrees. Drawn sections are by nature idealized; Fitchen’s The 

Construction of Gothic Cathedrals was consulted to corroborate this claim. Fitchen offers a 

range of 54 to 65 degrees for French Gothic roofs,60  thus supporting the evidence gathered from 

the traced sections.  

An equilateral triangle was then modeled with a base equal in span to the Trésor’s 7.15-

meter width. For the first option, the top vertex of the triangle was aligned with the vertical limit 

of a 25-meter structure, leaving a space of 18.81 meters for the three floors of the Trésor’s body. 

For the second option, a body of 25 meters was topped with the 6.19-meter high triangle, 

resulting in an elevation of 31.19 meters at its extremis. Both models were placed next to a 

scaled section drawing of the Sainte-Chapelle to assess the vertical relationships (figure 23). 

Considering the visual correspondences produced between treasury and chapel in the 

Martellange, Boisseau, Manesson-Mallet, Froideau, and Huyot prints, the 25-meter structure was 

deemed too truncated, as it just barely exceeded the final buttress setback of the Sainte-Chapelle. 

The 31.19-meter model, by contrast, harmoniously reached the base of the chapel’s roofline, 

                                                
59 Stephen Murray, Andrew Tallon, and Roy O’Neil. Mapping Gothic France. 12 April 2015. 
http://mappinggothic.org/building/1166. 
 

60 John Fitchen, The Construction of Gothic Cathedrals: A Study of Medieval Vault Erection (University of 
Chicago Press, 1981), 313. 
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according with the graphic evidence and Desmaisons’ description of a conspicuously narrow 

edifice. Consequently, the model rises 31.19 meters and has a roof pitched at 60 degrees. 

Internal Divisions 

 Desmaisons’ insights again proved essential in determining the boundaries of each floor. 

The architect describes how the foliate stringcourse that demarcates the limit of the Sainte-

Chapelle’s lower chapel wrapped around the exterior of the Trésor, providing a sense of aesthetic 

unity and, crucial to the reconstruction, indicating that the first floor of the treasury was likely 

equal in height to its ecclesiastical counterpart.61 The Martellange, Froideau, and Huyot images 

also attest to the continuous nature of this ornamental frieze. The height of the first floor of the 

model was thus taken from the vertical measurements for the lower chapel of the Sainte-

Chapelle; though variable from bay to bay, Cohen’s measurements reveal a mode of 6.53 

meters.62 Once this measure was transposed onto the 25-meter elevation (that is, the height of the 

building excluding the 6.19-meter high roof), the remaining space was divided into two floors of 

equal height, each rising to 9.24 meters. In the absence of written testimony regarding the top 

two floors, the equitable bifurcation was determined by the visual implications of the three 

images mentioned above. 

Dado Dimensions 

 For the height of each dado wall, the team relied on visual intimations and analogies with 

the Sainte-Chapelle. The dados of the upper two stories in both the Martellange and Froideau 

illustrations are discordant: the second floor dado is considerably taller than that of the third. 

Although Huyot’s engraving seems to suggest a wholesale elision of the upper two dado walls, 

                                                
61 This parity in height is also theorized by Guerout, “Le Palais de La Cité à Paris,” 165. 
 

62 See Appendix 4: The Dimensions of the Sainte-Chapelle in Cohen, The Sainte-Chapelle and the 
Construction of Sacral Monarchy, 229. 
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this option was roundly disregarded. Not only was the engraving created after the building’s 

demolition, but floor-to-ceiling windows were simply not part of thirteenth-century Gothic 

architectural practice. In lieu of scientific or measurable images, dimensions from the Sainte-

Chapelle dados were deemed most appropriate for use in the model. A section drawing of the 

chapel was scaled and the components of its dado measured (figure 24). A figure of 3.91 meters 

– the overall height of the lower chapel dado – was applied directly to the first story wall of the 

Trésor. The second story dado replicated the 3.69-meter height of the upper chapel dado. For the 

third story dado, which is portrayed as rather compressed in both the Martellange and Froideau, 

the model adopts the 2.15 meter colonnette height from the upper chapel arcade.  

Articulation  

Dado 

Explorations related to the ornamentation of the Trésor’s architectural members were far 

less conclusive. Originally, a precise rendering of the dado arcade from the lower chapel of the 

Sainte-Chapelle was modeled (figure 25). This involved rigorous photographic analysis and the 

transcription of various molding profiles, and the finished model was destined to adorn the 

interior of all three of the Trésor’s dado walls. However, after considering the precise functions 

of the building’s spaces, the blind arcades were abandoned in favor of unarticulated dado 

surfaces. As sacristies and vestries, the first two floors would have operated primarily as sites of 

storage. Dados of significant depth, like those of the Sainte-Chapelle, would obstruct the 

practicability of such environments.63 The argument is even more persuasive for the top floor, 

which housed the royal library in addition to serving as an archival depot. Extravagant wall 

                                                
63 See Huitson, Stairway to Heaven, 104: the author writes that these spaces were furnished with large cope 
chests and vestment presses; surviving examples of cope chests like those at Salisbury Cathedral show that 
these were large units that pressed up directly against walls, obviating the need/practicality of ornamental 
dados. 
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surface ornamentation would have been incompatible with the shelving units known to have 

rested against the Trésor’s walls at least from the seventeenth century.64 Delaborde reasons that 

armoires adorned the walls of the third floor from the earliest days of the building’s existence, 

pointing to the Trésor des Chartes’s alternative name, the “Armoires du roi.”65 Though we have 

no evidence for the disposition of furnishings during the Middle Ages, Potin provides a 

restitution of the Trésor’s seventeenth century armoires. The drawing is based on Sauval’s 

account of the renovations carried out by the treasurer at the time, Nicolas Fouquet (served 1653-

1661).66 The drawing suggests an elaborate wooden armature concealing both the wall and a 

significant portion of the fenestration.67 This was interpreted as a sign that the shelves were 

positioned flush against the structural membrane; consequently, the dado walls of the model 

were left bare. 

Vaults  

Decisions regarding the vaults and vault responds were similarly speculative. Although 

no representations survive of the Trésor’s interior, the two eighteenth century plans (those of 

Delagrive and Destailleur) were examined for their depictions of buttresses. In both plans, the 

buttresses of the Sainte-Chapelle penetrate the interior of the structure and terminate in 

scalloped, triangular forms. Especially evident in the Destailleur plan, this triangular outline 

represents the shape of massed vault responds in section. By contrast, the buttresses of the Trésor 

are portrayed as simple rectilinear units organized around the exterior of the nave and apse that 

                                                
64 Sauval’s description: “les murs couvert de layettes où se mettent les Chartes, & d’armoires pour les Regîtres 
de la Chancellerie,” my translation: “walls covered in layettes where the charters were placed, and armoires 
for the records of the chancellery,” Sauval, Histoire et Recherches des Antiquités de la Ville de Paris, 432. 
 

65 Delaborde “Les bâtiments successivement occupés par le Trésor des chartes,” 164. 
 

66 Potin “Archives en Sacristie,” 81. 
 

67 Sauval describes armoires arranged between large wooden pilasters. Sauval, Histoire et Recherches des 
Antiquités de la Ville de Paris, 432.   
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do not extend into the space of the building. This curiosity was interpreted in two possible ways: 

either rib vaults were abandoned in favor of simpler, flat ceilings, or the eighteenth century 

draftsmen did not access the structure’s interior, thus compromising the accuracy of their plans. 

The latter option was judged to be more probable, as the lancet-shaped windows shown in nearly 

every depiction more naturally correspond to a pointed rib vault. Furthermore, Sauval claims that 

the third floor of the Trésor (he does not discuss the other two floors) was covered in a Gothic 

vault.68 Though the privileged function of this upper space may have exacerbated elements of its 

aesthetics, a fully vaulted structure aligns with thirteenth century building conventions and the 

locational prestige conferred upon all components of the Palais de la Cité. The pointed rib vaults 

were created by intersecting extruded arches and sweeping molding profiles along the contours 

(figure 26). Molding profiles for the doubleau and other members of the respond were 

transcribed directly from the Sainte-Chapelle.  

Tracery  

Comparison of the three most detailed representations of the Trésor’s tracery produces a 

muddled view: in the earliest of these, Martellange portrays the window armatures as 

undifferentiated from floor to floor. The tracery patterns are only variable across the horizontal 

axis. Martellange’s drawing is already questionable for its evocation of a single, super-bayed 

structure, so his depiction of the Trésor’s tracery was also questioned for its credibility. 

Froideau’s drawing, by contrast, assigns the most elaborated tracery to the penultimate floor, 

drawing a clear distinction between the tracery patterns of the Trésor’s second and third stories. 

The lower region of the elevation in this drawing is unfortunately blocked from view; it is 

therefore difficult to ascertain correspondences across all three floors. The Huyot print, already 

                                                
68 Sauval, Histoire et Recherches Des Antiquités de La Ville de Paris, 432. 
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suspect for its belated production, misrepresents the still-extant tracery of the Sainte-Chapelle’s 

lower chapel. The engraver represents the lower chapel chevet windows as identical to the lateral 

windows, even though the real structure uses two different patterns. This negligent representation 

of the extant chapel most likely translated to Huyot’s fanciful reimagining of the bygone Trésor. 

Having determined the graphic evidence to be unreliable and discontinuous, the Sainte-Chapelle 

once again emerged as a more stable source of appropriation. The model therefore uses the 

tracery motifs from the first floor of the Sainte-Chapelle for the first floor of the Trésor (figure 

27). The second and third floors copy the tracery patterns of the Sainte-Chapelle’s upper chapel 

(figure 28). 

West Windows 

The majority of the Trésor’s surviving representations are taken from an eastern vantage 

depicting the structure’s chevet or, in the unique case of the Martellange drawing, its northern 

flank. Bird’s-eye view plans of Paris produced between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries 

provide the only visualizations of the structure’s west façade. Braun and Hogenberg’s plan of 

1572 portrays the Sainte-Chapelle’s annex with a pierced attic and a single, elongated window 

adorning the the remaining expanse of the elevation. The Trésor of Merian’s 1615 plan is 

sketchily conveyed, but the hatching patterns used across its west front are similarly suggestive 

of fenestration. Turgot’s plan from 1739, which executes structures like Notre-Dame in 

scrupulous detail, is at variance with the preceding representations. The plan imagines the Trésor 

entirely void of western windows, as a “coarse cube of masonry,” to quote Delaborde.69 This 

reductive approach may be the result of happenstance, but it may also indicate an actual absence 

occasioned by a westerly obstruction. Cohen has demonstrated that two understudied portals of 

                                                
69 Delaborde, “Les bâtiments successivement occupés par le Trésor des chartes,” 161. 
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the Sainte-Chapelle once issued to the chapel’s presbytery, or chevesserie, a structure of three 

stories that would have at least partially obscured the Trésor’s west front.70 If, as Cohen argues, 

construction of the Trésor postdated the presbytery, there would have been little use for western 

lights on the building’s façade. Viollet-le-Duc’s nineteenth-century, retrospective imagining of 

the Trésor is more aligned with the Braun and Hogenberg or Merian plans in that it includes 

western openings. Iconographic analysis, however, betrays the architect’s contrivance: the 

tracery patterns imposed on the building are copied exactly from those of the treasury at Sainte-

Chapelle de Vincennes. Like the fourteenth-century design, Viollet-le-Duc’s drawing envisages 

arched perforations set in a two-story structure, which contradicts the Trésor des Chartes already 

determined tripartite elevation. Nevertheless, a sheer wall 31.19 meters in height would have 

been extremely heavy and unlikely. The model therefore includes a west window on the third 

floor only, as it would have been the only part of the building’s façade not obstructed by the 

chevesserie (figure 29). 

Passageway and Staircase to the Third Floor 

It is here that we return to the mysterious passageway that once connected the Trésor to 

the Sainte-Chapelle. This is the last remaining vestige of the Trésor, and its continued existence 

might suggest that it would be the easiest element to model. However, the passageway in its 

current state cannot be perceived as an accurate testament to its medieval aspect. Activities 

during the eighteenth-century renovations of the Palais and the nineteenth-century restoration of 

the Sainte-Chapelle rendered its masonry fairly unreadable. Moreover, the only plans that 

acknowledge the passageway are the ones produced by Viollet-le-Duc and Delaborde, ones that 

postdate the eighteenth-century alterations. Despite access to the still-extant yet much altered 

                                                
70 Cohen, “The Doors of the Chapel and the Keys to the Palace of Louis IX,” forthcoming. 
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structure, the two schemes vary in significant ways. Viollet-le-Duc’s passageway is trapezoidal 

in plan and issues to the westernmost bay of the Trésor. Viollet-le-Duc copies the arrangement at 

Sainte-Chapelle de Vincennes and leaves the passageway unobstructed to the east and west, 

situating the stairwell leading up to the third floor of the treasury in the northern buttress of 

building’s west façade. Delaborde’s plan, by contrast, shortens the length of the passageway, 

renders it as a five-sided polygon instead of a trapezoid, and relocates the staircase so that it is 

engaged to the western façade of the passageway. Delaborde’s plan further diverges from 

Viollet-le-Duc’s in the relationship proposed between passageway and treasury: here, the 

passageway issues to the second rather than first bay of the Trésor. 

Comparing the extant passageway with graphic material does not resolve any of the 

confusion generated by the divergent plans. As it exists today, the structure rises two stories, 

with a second story coterminous with the height of the Sainte-Chapelle’s upper chapel dado. A 

single rectilinear window pierces each floor. The upper floor has a flat roof capped by a 

conservatively ornamented gable with a base that extends only part of the length of the passage. 

The Manesson-Mallet image, however, pictures a three-storied passageway terminating in a 

pitched roof whose spine runs parallel to the central axes of the Sainte-Chapelle and Trésor. 

Produced after the building’s demolition, Huyot’s engraving also represents a three-storied body, 

though here the roof is oriented perpendicular to the flanking structures. Froideau’s image further 

problematizes comprehension of the passageway’s composition, as it presents what appears to be 

a two-part elevation commuting between the two chapels of the Sainte-Chapelle and their 

corresponding sacristies.  

The question of whether the passageway rose two or three stories is tied to uncertainties 

regarding the placement of the external, spiral staircase. According to Guerout, the staircase was 
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housed in a turret built into the more western of the buttresses that extended out from the Sainte-

Chapelle to form the passageway.71 This theory conflicts with Viollet-le-Duc’s Vincennes-

inspired proposal but agrees with Delaborde’s plan. Félix Duban’s 1848 illustration of the 

passageway seems to support the latter hypothesis, showing the remnants of a turret corbelling 

out from one of the chapel’s buttresses (figure 30). If this drawing indicates the real location of 

the turret housing the staircase, the turret should theoretically be visible in Froideau’s 

representation. Instead we see a puzzling, narrow stone linkage about halfway up a buttress of 

the Sainte-Chapelle and the faint outline of what appears to be a separate building even further in 

depth. Due to the lithic instability and iconographic dissonance associated with both the 

passageway and stair turret, these elements were left un-modeled.  

Section IV. Hypotheses: Sequence, Relationship to the Sainte-Chapelle 

Intensive visual analysis and the process of digital reconstruction enable one to make 

tentative claims regarding the Trésor’s chronology. I propose that the building was conceived 

and erected in tandem with the Sainte-Chapelle (c.1239-1248). This assertion is supported by 

various pieces of evidence: first, the continuous foliate stringcourse suggests a simultaneity in 

construction and architectural decoration across the three structures it encircles. The applied 

ornament links the Trésor, passageway, and the Sainte-Chapelle both aesthetically and 

temporally.  

I next consider the dado walls that flank the portals leading from the Sainte-Chapelle to 

the passageway. Today, the pedestals and colonnettes naturally resolve before the portal opening; 

there appears to be no retroactive excavation of the dado wall to grant access to a belated 

passageway (figure 31). Furthermore, the capital placed directly above the upper chapel doorway 

                                                
71 Guerout, “Le Palais de La Cité à Paris,” 166. 
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is sculpted with a different basket from its counterparts (figure 32). While the surrounding 

capitals have circular necks that accommodate the shafts extending below, the one immediately 

above the portal acknowledges the door by tapering to a sculpted corbel. This conscious 

modification of ornament has two possible implications: the contrasting capital may have 

anticipated a portal planned for that location, or the change in decoration responded to an already 

extant door leading to the passageway. Whether the dado ornamentation preceded or succeeded 

the construction of the doorway, it is clear that the passageway – and by extension, the Trésor – 

was an integral part of the Sainte-Chapelle’s design. 

It is also evident that the erection of the Trésor was synchronous with that of the Sainte-

Chapelle based on the relational dimensions established through the reconstruction. In testing out 

plans composed of one or two-bays, the latter option allowed for a more harmonious transition 

between passageway and treasury. The width of the passageway corresponds to an opening 

conditioned by the width of a two-bay rather than a single-bay design. There is consequently a 

dimensional symmetry established between the width of the first turning bay of the Sainte-

Chapelle, the width of the passageway, and the width of the westernmost bay of the Trésor. 

These correspondences suggest a deliberate harmonizing of structural parts, which furthers 

claims of a conceptual and temporal kinship existing between the Trésor and its parent structure. 

Modeling the building’s elevation similarly indicates a simultaneity in construction. If the 

Trésor rose 31.19 meters from ground to gable as proposed in this model, the treasury’s summit 

would have neatly aligned with the base of the Sainte-Chapelle’s roof. The continuous foliate 

stringcourse and the converging roof lines create a sense of intentional horizontal integration. 

These dimensions and geometries signal that treasury and chapel were indeed conceived as 

reciprocal units.  
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Conclusions  

This study has assembled the sources most relevant to recuperating an image of the 

Trésor des Chartes, speculated about their instructive qualities, and selected the findings with the 

greatest probability for use in the 3D visualization. In this sense, the Paris Past and Present 

model represents a summa of existing knowledge about the Trésor, one that is mediated by 

carefully reasoned, creative decisions (figure 33). Having so far focused on the ‘pre-model’ 

exegesis, this paper will now turn to the ramifications of such a reconstruction. How might the 

Paris Past and Present model destabilize or impact on previous, non-digital representations of the 

lost monument? How does it compare with other computer-based visualizations of the Trésor in 

both the aesthetic and intellectual domains? Though computer-based reconstruction of cultural 

heritage sites is still in its embryonic stages, the academic community shows mounting interest in 

its applicative potential. It is thus fair to assume that the Trésor des Chartes, linked as it was to 

that most magisterial of Gothic chapels, will be taken up again as a focus for this type of inquiry. 

It is therefore important to assess how this reconstruction contributes to our understanding of the 

Trésor, and how the theories presented here might encourage continued engagement with the lost 

monument. 

The introduction of digital technologies to the field of architectural history is of 

inestimable value; for this project specifically, the ability to draft a new plan of the Trésor within 

the accuracy-parameters of architectural CAD software was of vital importance. Viollet-le-Duc 

and Delaborde’s plans – published in 1854 and 1902, respectively – have been the most 

prominently disseminated plans of the Trésor to date. The fallibility of these plans is rooted in 

their manual production. The two plans present conflicting versions of how the treasury would 

have lined up with the Sainte-Chapelle: in Viollet-le-Duc’s plan, the passageway attaches to the 
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first bay of the Trésor, causing the hand-scaled treasury to extend past the Sainte-Chapelle’s east 

end. In in attempt to repair this uneven alignment, Delaborde relocates the treasury westward and 

instead has the passageway issue to the treasury’s second bay. Delaborde’s revision is motivated 

by his desire to replicate the aligned east ends of Delagrive’s plan, 72 but in doing so he ignores 

the fact that both Delagrive and Destailleur position the first, not second bay of the Trésor in line 

with the first turning bay of the Sainte-Chapelle. The existing plans present either an ungainly 

correspondence between treasury and chapel or an awkward and improbable transition from 

passageway to the middle (second bay) of the building’s body. The Paris Past and Present model 

resolves this issue: scaling the Trésor in Vectorworks CAD software proves that the passageway 

could have issued to the first bay of the treasury and only slightly exceeded the Sainte-Chapelle’s 

eastern terminus, thus conforming to Guerout’s assessment (figure 34).73 It is in this way, and in 

ways still to be uncovered, that 3D visualization revitalizes discourse surrounding the Trésor des 

Chartes, and poses real challenges to seemingly inert, pre-digital material. 

While the model itself provokes new theories about the Trésor, it is only through the 

documentation of paradata that these theories gain scholarly heft. Aesthetically, the Paris Past 

and Present model competes with more expressive visualizations. Previous efforts to reconstitute 

the topography of medieval Paris – such as those conducted by Herveline Delhumeau in 2011 

and the Centre des Monuments Nationaux (CMN) in 2014 (figures 35 and 36) – have also 

                                                
72 Delaborde reasons that the Trésor would not have extended east past the Sainte-Chapelle’s east end based on 
iconographic analysis of Froideau’s drawing and Delagrive’s plan: Delaborde, “Les bâtiments successivement 
occupés par le Trésor des chartes,” 162. 
 

73 Guerout bases his assessment on iconographic analysis of Delagrive’s plan and the Terrier du Roi; Guerout, 
“Le Palais de La Cité à Paris,” 165. The Paris Past and Present plan was scaled next to Meredith Cohen’s laser-
scan-derived plan for the Sainte-Chapelle, thereby furthering the precision of this comparison. For the plan of 
the Sainte-Chapelle, see Cohen, The Sainte-Chapelle and the Construction of Sacral Monarchy, 68. 
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published versions of the Trésor.74 These models are rendered in fully realized, virtual 

environments that include evidence of wear on stone textures and cinematic lighting effects. 

Though the Paris Past and Present model does not yet include these affective representational 

strategies, it greatly exceeds the Delhumeau and CMN versions in explanatory value. 

Delhumeau’s visualization is printed in a book and is accompanied by a short paragraph 

describing the Trésor’s architecture; the CMN version exists as part of an online, virtual reality 

platform. Neither offers a way for scholars or the general public to evaluate the processes of 

interpretation that gave rise to these theoretical reconstructions. The limitations of this nebulous 

non-disclosure become clear when one attempts to investigate certain features of the 

visualizations. Delhumeau’s treasury, for instance, seems to have been modeled after Viollet-le-

Duc’s plan from 1854; it retains the erroneously-placed staircase turret that Viollet-le-Duc 

copied from Sainte-Chapelle de Vincennes. The CMN model, by contrast, attaches the 

passageway to the Trésor’s second bay in likely emulation of Delaborde’s plan. Without 

intellectual transparency, it is impossible to know why these models relied on hand-drafted 

restitutions produced over a century ago. We are unable to engage the prior visualizations in 

ways that advance scholarly discourse concerning the monument. The rigorously documented 

study presented here allows one to analyze, criticize, and counter the theories embodied in Paris 

Past and Present’s version of the Trésor.  

Insisting on the speculative nature of this model does more than open it up to productive 

criticism: it allows the model to serve as a stimulus for new lines of inquiry. These lines originate 

in the process of reconstruction and can expand to challenge what we know about the Sainte-

                                                
74 Herveline Delhumeau, Le Palais de la Cité, ACTES SUD edition (Paris: Arles: ACTES SUD, 2011), 46; the 
CMN model is a collaboration with Dassault Systèmes and researcher Dany Sandron. The virtual reality model 
is published here: “La Sainte-Chapelle,” http://paris.3ds.com/fr-sainte-chapelle.html, Accessed April 15, 2015. 
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Chapelle; they can also expose what we do not know about typologies of Gothic architecture. To 

begin with, the record provides us with a sum of 40,000 livres for the construction of the Sainte-

Chapelle.75 The Trésor is presented here as an integral member of a “Sainte-Chapelle ensemble” 

that included structures like the chevesserie and other possible dependents. This co-dependence 

forces us to reconsider how building projects were planned both functionally and financially. The 

study also awakens doubts concerning the mythic singularity of the Sainte-Chapelle. The 

illustrious chapel is delivered to the contemporary spectator as a synchronous whole, a condition 

that belies its heterogeneous medieval constitution. Future studies might attempt to reconstruct 

the ensemble’s arterial network as a way to unfix the kinds of unitary explanations that have 

heretofore dominated perceptions of the Sainte-Chapelle. Beyond the Palais de la Cité, focusing 

on the Trésor reveals serious gaps in our knowledge about ancillary Gothic spaces. This paper’s 

resumé and subsequent rejection of possible medieval precedents suggests that the Trésor des 

Chartes may have been an early instance of a fully independent treasury. Future investment in 

this theme might shift narratives concerning royal and ecclesiastic typologies and – at the risk of 

sounding bombastic – our understanding of Gothic architecture’s development. In an effort to 

combat the complacency that has ossified our knowledge of the Trésor, this study mobilizes 

digital reconstruction to reignite scholarly engagement with the lost monument, its sources, and 

the questions provoked by its theoretical proposals. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
75 Guerout, “Le Palais de la Cité à Paris,” 161. 
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Figures 
 

 
Figure 1. Passageway to the former site of the Trésor des Chartes. Photo: Andrew Tallon © 
Mapping Gothic France. 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Plans of the royal palace at Senlis. Number 14 has been identified as a possible treasury 
space. Plan: Jean Mesqui, Châteaux et enceintes de la France médiévale: La résidence et les 
éléments d’architecture (Picard, 1993), 22. 
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Figure 3. Anonymous, detail, Plan Particulier de l'Isle du Palais ou de la Cité, 17th century. 
Source: © Bibliothèque nationale de France, GED-6950. 
 

 
Figure 4. Anonymous, Plan of Paris known as “Terrier du Roi,” vol. 1, “Quartier de la Cité et des 
Isles du Palais: Cour du Palais du May,” ca. 1700. Photo: Meredith Cohen. 
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Figure 5. Abbé Jean Delagrive, detail, Plan Détaillé de la Cité, 1754. Source: © Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, département Cartes et plans, GE C-3753. 
 

 
Figure 6. Detail, Anonymous plan from the collection of Hippolyte Destailleur, 18th century. 
Source: © Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Estampes et photographie, RESERVE 
FT 6-VE-53 (J) 
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Figure 7. Éugène Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, plan of the Sainte-Chapelle, upper chapel. Source: 
Dictionnaire raisonné de l’architecture française du XIe au XVIe siècle, 10 vols. (Paris: B. 
Bance, 1854) 2, 426-7 (accessed on fr.wikisource.org on March 28, 2015). 
 

 
Figure 8. Henri-François Delaborde, Reconstitution of the Treasury of the Sainte-Chapelle, first 
and third stories. Source: “Les bâtiments successivement occupés par le Trésor des chartes,” in 
Mémoires de La Société de l’histoire de Paris et de l’Ile-de-France, ed. H. Champion (Paris: 
Société de l’histoire de Paris et de l’Ile-de-France, 1902), 164-165. 
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Figure 9. Jean Guerout, detail, Plan of the Palais de la Cité ca. 1292.  
 

 
Figure 10. Anonymous, detail, Plan de Braun et Hogenberg, 1572. Source: © Historic Cities 
(accessed on historic-cities.huji.ac.il on November 12, 2015). 
 

 
Figure 11. Mathieu Merian, Plan de Paris sous Louis XIII, 1615. Source: © Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, département Cartes et plans, GE C-3735  
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Figure 12. Louis Bretez, detail, Plan de Turgot, 1739. Source: © Map-Fair.com (accessed on 
map-fair.com/Paris-antique-maps.php on November 12, 2015). 
 

 
Figure 13. Etienne Martellange, Palais de la Cité. View of Cour du Mai, 1630. Source: © 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 
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Figure 14. Etienne Martellange, View of the city of Avignon and its Environs, 1608. Source: © 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, département Estampes et photographie, RESERVE UB-9-
BOITE FT 4  
 

 
Figure 15. Boisseau, bird’s-eye view of the Palais de la Cite, looking west, print, c. 1650. 
Source: © Musee Carnavalet, Cabinet des arts graphiques. 
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Figure 16. Alain Manesson-Mallet, Cour du Palais de Paris, 1702. Source: La Géométrie 
Pratique, Divisée En Quatre Livres, vol. 1 (Paris: Anisson, 1702), 105. 
 

 
Figure 17. Thomas de Froideau, Trésor de la Sainte-Chapelle, ca. 1782. Source: © BnF 
Estampes, Ve 55f f. 126. 
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Figure 18. Étienne Huyot, Restitution view of the Palais de la Cité, 19th century. 
 

 
Figure 19. Éugène Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, Restitution view of the Palais de la Cité. Source: 
Dictionnaire raisonné de l’architecture française du XIe au XVIe siècle, 10 vols. (Paris: B. 
Bance, 1854) 2, 426-7 (accessed on fr.wikisource.org on March 28, 2015). 
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Figure 20. Sainte-Chapelle de Vincennes, treasury and chapel. Source: © Observatoire de 
Patrimoine Religieux (accessed on patrimoine-religieux.fr on March 15, 2015). 
 

 
Figure 21. Plan, one-bay model of the Trésor des Chartes, © Rachel Daphne Weiss, Clara Shim, 
Kexin Dai. 
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Figure 22. Plan, two-bay model of the Trésor des Chartes, © Rachel Daphne Weiss, Clara Shim, 
Kexin Dai. 
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Figure 23. Potential elevation divisions for the Trésor des Chartes, © Rachel Daphne Weiss, 
Clara Shim, Kexin Dai. 
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Figure 24. Section of the Sainte-Chapelle with overlay by Weiss, Shim, Dai. Source: © Mapping 
Gothic France. 
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Figure 25. Top: model of the Sainte-Chapelle’s upper chapel dado arcade, © Rachel Daphne 
Weiss, Clara Shim, Kexin Dai. Bottom: upper chapel dado arcade, Photo: Stephen Murray © 
Mapping Gothic France. 
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Figure 26. Model of the vaults for the Trésor des Chartes, © Rachel Daphne Weiss, Clara Shim, 
Kexin Dai. 
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Figure 27. Model of the lower chapel window tracery of the Sainte-Chapelle, © Rachel Daphne 
Weiss, Clara Shim, Kexin Dai. 
 

 
Figure 28. Model of the upper chapel window tracery of the Sainte-Chapelle, © Rachel Daphne 
Weiss, Clara Shim, Kexin Dai. 
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Figure 29. West façade, model of the Trésor des Chartes, © Rachel Daphne Weiss, Clara Shim, 
Kexin Dai. 
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Figure 30. Félix Duban, "Passage of the Old Sacristy," showing tower base in the far wall under 
the arch, 1848. Photo: Meredith Cohen. 
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Figure 31. Sainte-Chapelle, interior, lower chapel, door leading to passage of Trésor des Chartes. 
Photo: Meredith Cohen. 
 
 

 
Figure 32. Sainte-Chapelle, interior, upper chapel, door leading to passage of Trésor des Chartes. 
Photo: Meredith Cohen. 
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Figure 33. View from the east, model of the Trésor des Chartes, © Rachel Daphne Weiss, Clara 
Shim, Kexin Dai. 
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Figure 34. Plan of the Sainte-Chapelle with overlay of plan for the Trésor by Rachel Daphne 
Weiss, Clara Shim, Kexin Dai. Source: © Meredith Cohen. 
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Figure 35. Herveline Delhumeau, model of the Trésor des Chartes. Source: Le Palais de la Cité, 
ACTES SUD edition (Paris: Arles: ACTES SUD, 2011), 46. 
 

  
Figure 36. Centre des Monuments Nationaux, model of the Trésor des Chartes. Source: © 
Dassault Systèmes (accessed on paris.3ds.com/fr-sainte-chapelle.html on April 15, 2015). 
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